
Mankala Play Booklet

Set Up the Game
Put the game board lengthwise between two players. Players 
own the 6 pits nearest them and the store (end pit) to their right. 
Put 4 stones in each pit but not in the stores. 

Rules
Always move counter-clockwise. Take all stones from any one of your pits. Starting to the right of this 
pit, put one stone in each pit until all the stones are gone. Whenever you come to your own store, put a 
stone in. However, never put a stone in your opponent’s store --- always skip it. 

You can only pick up stones from your side of the board. But you can put stones into any pit on the 
board (expect your opponent's store). When you have run out of stones, your turn is over.

The next player picks up his stones and places them in the pits in the same way. 

Both players continue taking turns moving the stones around the game board until the game ends. 

The game is over when all 6 pits on one side of the game board are empty. Each player counts his 
stones. The winner is the player with the most amount of stones:

• The player with all of the empty pits only counts the stones in his store.
• The other player counts the stones in his store and in his pits.

How To Earn a Free Turn
If the last stone in your hand goes into your own store, then you get another turn. 

How to Win (Capture) Stones
When it’s your turn, and you put your last stone in a empty pit on your side of the board, you win that 
stone plus the stones in the pit directly across the board from it. Put the “captured” stones in your store.

General Strategy Tips

• Starting at the 3rd pit puts the 4th stone in your store earning you a free turn. Then, pick up the stones 
in the 1st or 2nd rightmost pit from your store so the other player can’t make the same move.

• Use up the stones in the rightmost pit as soon as possible as it’s near your store. This move will earn 
you a capture plus a free turn.

• Play the pits that puts the last stone in your store (count the stones) to win the stone and a free move. 
It also keeps so many stones from piling up in a pit to be moved later on into the other player’s area.

• In non-capture games, pick one of your pits to move no stones from. It forces the other player to run 
out of stones before you do.

Capture Strategy Tips

• Create empty pits on your side of the board for chances to capture the other player’s stones.
• If the last stone in a player's hand lands in his empty pit directly across from your full one, he wins 

the stones in both pits. Count ahead. Either fill his empty pit, or move your stones out of the way.

Other Rules
Change the rules to make playing easier or harder. For example, play with 3 stones as teams of 2 players. 
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